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Conference Agenda
Wednesday, May 4th 
11:00-5:00pm  Registration Open for Attendees and Vendors
12:00-3:00pm  Workshops (Pre-registration Required) 
   • Building a High-Performance Culture – Matt Griswold & Don Harkey  
   • Enhancing Revenue Cycle Management by Leveraging Technology and 
     Internal Assessments – Taya Moheiser & Kem Tolliver
3:00-4:15pm  Opening General Session: Winning Leadership – Rennie Curran 
4:30-5:30pm  General Session: Leadership is a Choice – Have You Made Yours? – Stephen A. Dickens
5:30-6:30pm  Networking Reception

Thursday, May 5th  
7:30-8:30am  Breakfast with Exhibitors
7:30-8:30am  First Time Attendee Breakfast
8:30-9:30am  General Session: The Compassion Effect: How Struggling with Others Changes Everything 
  Nate Regier 
9:45-10:45am  Breakout Sessions
  •  Compassionate Accountability – Nate Regier 
  •  Time of Service Collections Strategies in the Primary Care Setting – Bryan Wood
  •  An Inside Overview of Key Regulations that Keep Healthcare Leaders Up at Night 
   Taya Moheiser 
10:45-11:30am  Networking Break with Exhibitors
11:30-12:30pm  Breakout Sessions
  •  Six Sigma-LEAN/Change Acceleration – Stefanie Hohensee
  •  The New Era of Cyber Safety: What You Need to Know, and Do, Now – Thomas Douglas
  •  Sustaining a Hybrid Telehealth Model Long-Term - Kem Tolliver
12:30-1:30pm  Lunch with Exhibitors 
1:45-2:45pm  Breakout Sessions
  •  Business Intelligence Tools & Concepts for Practice Managers – Bryan Wood
  •  Breaking Down the Silos – Matt Griswold
   • Fee Schedule Oversight and Evaluation Tactics with Your Bottom Line in Mind
     Taya Moheiser & Kem Tolliver
2:45-3:30pm  Dessert Break with Exhibitors
3:30-4:30pm  General Session: The 10 Cent Decision: How Small Change Pays Off Big – Laurie Guest 
5:30-9:00pm  Reception, Dinner and Disco Party

Friday, May 6th  
7:30-8:15am  Breakfast with Exhibitors
8:30-9:30am  General Session: Breaking the Mold: Time for an Extreme Makeover for Healthcare
  Technology and Operations – Marion Jenkins 
9:30-10:00am  Networking Break with Exhibitors
10:00-11:30am  Closing General Session: Only in Healthcare – Cameron Cox



Winning Leadership – Rennie Curran
Learning how to effectively overcome 
adversity is one of the most important 
life skills for leaders. Being equipped 
with the tools and tactics to handle the 
challenges that come your way not only 

prepare you to lead others, but ultimately sets you up to 
win in the game of sports, business, and life! Rennie will 
energize you and help you develop the right perspective 
and understand that success is waiting on the other side 
of obstacles.

Leadership is a Choice – Have You 
Made Yours? – Stephen A. Dickens, JD, 
FACMPE
Healthcare continues to face new and 
unparalleled challenges. Whether it 
is burgeoning regulations, evolving 

payment models, physician and staff recruitment or 
even a pandemic, our medical practices – patients, 
staff and physicians alike – need leaders who can 
confront the obstacles while seizing the opportunities. 
Challenging times call for solid management and 
great leadership. Management is the easy part. Good 
organizational skills will carry you much of the way, 
but what about leadership? What sets a leader apart 
from a manager? What makes a great leader? Are they 
born or do they develop over time? If the obstacles of 
2020 and 2021 made you question your skills, this is the 
session to help you hone them. During this presentation 
the speaker will differentiate the choices that transform 
one from a manager to a leader while outlining the 

essential elements to successfully demonstrate those 
choices. Both those seeking to expand or enhance their 
leadership skills will gain insight into the techniques 
and communication skills necessary to succeed. At the 
conclusion of the session, attendees will comprehend 
the personal choices leaders must make as well as have 
the knowledge to apply practical skills and techniques 
to transform their organizations and themselves, both 
professionally and personally. Takeaways include an 
organizational survey to facilitate discussion during the 
strategic planning process and leadership checklist to 
keep you on track.

The Compassion Effect: How Struggling 
with Others Changes Everything 
Nate Regier, Ph.D.
The medical community has done 
more and been taxed more during the 
pandemic than any other sector. Stress, 

burnout, empathy, fatigue, division and drama have 
been the norm. We are craving authentic connection 
and purpose more than ever. Compassion is the 
answer, but not the kind of compassion we are currently 
practicing.  Join Nate Regier, international keynote 
speaker and author of two books about compassion at 
work, for an uplifting presentation that will revive your 
passion for caring. Uncover the five misconceptions 
about compassion that might be holding you back and 
discover a re-imagined framework for compassion that 
will help you engage with more authenticity, energy, and 
effectiveness in every interaction. 

WORKSHOPS

GENERAL SESSIONS

Building a High-
Performance Culture
Matt Griswold 
& Don Harkey
Why is culture so import-
ant and how does it im-

pact an organization’s performance? This workshop 
will discuss the positive impact of a high-performance 
culture and introduce ways that leaders can drive 
this culture throughout the organization. Learn how a 
high-performance culture influences employee en-
gagement, motivation, and morale. Identify strategies 
to influence culture not by focusing on culture, but by 
focusing on systems that influence culture.

Enhancing Revenue 
Cycle Management 
by Leveraging 
Technology and 
Internal Assessments  
Taya Moheiser, EMBA, 

CMPE, CMOM & Kem Tolliver, CMPE, CPC, CMOM   
Burnout is at an all-time high so it’s more important 
than ever to implement strategies which improve 
operational performance while increasing revenue 
capture. In this session, attendees will identify ways 
to assess their current revenue cycle challenges and 
obtain solutions which don’t contribute to burnout by 
maximizing their use of existing or new technologies. 
Attendees will leave with immediately actionable 
steps to improve their Revenue Cycle.



The 10 Cent Decision: 
How Small Change Pays Off Big  
Laurie Guest, CSP
A keynote presentation relevant to every 
member of the team, from the C-Suite 
to the front-line staff. Real-world (and 

customizable!) examples, actionable strategies and 
Laurie’s signature engaging delivery create a memorable, 
impactful program every time. Whatever business you’re 
in, service is at the center of it. From company culture 
to guest interactions, the choices we make day in and 
day out add up to create exceptional experiences for 
everyone involved. Sure, some decisions are big ones. 
But more often, it’s the “10¢ decisions”—the ones that 
don’t cost much (literally or figuratively) but have a 
massive impact––that set the stage for remarkable 
customer service. Plus: Every attendee walks away with 
Laure’s “Simple Six Pack,” a suite of exclusive resources 
designed to improve business interactions overnight.

Breaking the Mold: Time for 
an Extreme Makeover for Healthcare  
Marion Jenkins, Ph.D.
Healthcare has always lagged behind 
other industries in terms of technology 
and automation.   In spite of billions of 

dollars spent on technology, patients still sit in ever-
more-plush waiting rooms and fill out seemingly endless 
forms requiring duplicative information, much of which 
has little to do with quality patient care.   Faxing and 
scanning, which have all but disappeared in most industry 
sectors, are still key in healthcare. Staff and providers 

have to contend with cumbersome, archaic systems 
that are anything but user-friendly, deployed in isolated 
and largely slapped-on silos that don’t “talk to” each 
other. This leads to time consuming and mind-numbing 
extra steps by the staff, not to mention errors that can 
seriously impact patient care. Far from being “paperless,” 
today’s practices are frequently “paper-more.” It’s no 
wonder that technology is one of the leading stated 
causes of provider and staff burnout. We will examine the 
underlying cause of the current state, its impact on the 
primary players involved - patients, providers and staff 
- and discover together a rational way out of this mess, 
with thoughtful approaches that practice leadership can 
take now to address these issues. 

Only in Healthcare
Cameron Cox, FACMPE
This presentation encourages us to take a 
moment and giggle at ourselves and our 
crazy industry. One of the funniest events 
in the life of a healthcare administrator 

is attempting to explain how our world works…such 
as explaining that our charges aren’t really charges, 
but our allowables are the allowables. And they don’t 
always get allowed because they may not have been 
authorized unless we remembered to add a modifier. 
This presentation is a way for us to breathe…to take in 
the craziness of what we do and how we do it. It is one 
hour of smiles and laughs with fellow administrators 
and managers about a topic that truthfully only we 
understand.   

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Compassionate Accountability
Nate Regier, Ph.D.
Following up on Nate’s keynote, participants will take 
a deep dive into the daily practice of Compassionate 
Accountability®. Learn the Three Switches of a 
Compassion Mindset and explore how to apply The 
Compassion Cycle in a variety of relevant challenges 
such as crisis communication, culture, performance 
management, engagement, and patient satisfaction. 
This highly interactive session will help you find solutions 
for your most pressing challenges. 

Time of Service Collections 
Strategies in the Primary Care Setting
Bryan Wood, MBA
During this presentation, Bryan will go 
over a proven method of improving 
time of service payments in a primary 

care setting. Collecting time-of-service payments is 
especially challenging in the primary care setting, given 

the high volume of patients and the inability to accurately 
predict which services will be rendered during a visit. We 
will focus on the collections of outstanding balances and 
patient deductibles, while providing the audience with 
some ideas on how to train and incentivize front-desk 
staff to perform in this area. This presentation will also 
touch on the reporting and analytics that are necessary 
to effectively monitor the situation.

An Iside Overview of Key 
Regulations that Keep Healthcare Leaders Up at 
Night – Taya Moheiser, EMBA, CMPE, CMOM
In 2020 and 2021, HHS and CMS issued a flurry of rules 
that impact healthcare providers. Attendees of this 
session will identify critical new rules and understand 
how these rules impact their organization. In this session 
we will deep dive into requirements, exceptions, and 
how to prepare for compliant success with the 2022 CMS 
PFS Final Rule, the Price Transparency Law, and the No 
Surprises Act.



Six Sigma-LEAN/Change Acceleration
Stefanie Hohensee, MHA, CMPE
How do you create efficiency in your 
practice?   How do you properly run a 
meeting with getting a voice from every 
person present? Learn innovating ways to 

increase the efficiency while creating collaboration and 
shared need in your practice.  In fact, what you will learn 
in this workshop, knows no boundary and you will be 
energized to use it in many areas of your life.  

The New Era of Cyber Safety: 
What You Need to Know, and Do, Now 
Thomas Douglas 
The landscape of cybersecurity changed 
forever last year. By November 2020, the 
number of cyberattacks had doubled 

from where they were at the start of the year, and 27% of 
those attacks target banks. As of today, over 300,000 new 
pieces of malware are released every day. The statistics 
can be terrifying, but the fact is, this is a problem that 
can be overcome. Thomas H. Douglas is here to show 
you how. This keynote will break down the high-priority, 
first-things-first steps you can take right now to protect 
your bank. Tom will show why IT security decisions need 
to be made in the C-suite and reveal the key things every 
executive should know to make informed, proactive 
decisions about cyber safety. Join this ultra-timely 
presentation and be ready to walk away empowered 
to keep your most valuable business assets out of the 
hands of the bad guys!

Sustaining a Hybrid Telehealth Model Long-Term
Kem Tolliver, CMPE, CPC, CMOM
As telehealth becomes more standard as a care delivery 
method, it’s time to focus on applying strategic planning 
to ensure long-term viability. In this session attendees 
will identify key components of a sustainable telehealth 
model along with the implementation strategies required 
to achieve success.

Business Intelligence Tools 
& Concepts for Practice Managers
Bryan Wood, MBA
This session will focus on how common business 
intelligence (BI) tools, such as Microsoft Excel and 
Microsoft Power BI, can be used to create robust, multi-
dimensional reports. By creating queries using Structured 
Query Language (SQL), data visuals and pivot tables can 
be created that allow managers to easily slice through the 
data and view it from any perspective. Key performance 
indicators can be built into the visuals, eliminating the 
need for manually inputting data into formula-filled 
spreadsheets each month. Simply refresh the data to 
have the most up-to-date information available anytime. 
While this presentation is not designed to be technical in 
nature, the audience will be introduced to some common 
BI concepts and see some examples of how the tools can 
be useful in managing the practice and solving problems. 

Breaking Down the Silos - Matt Griswold
How many silos exist within our organization? How often do 
we deal with miscommunication between departments? 
Successful organizations know that these departments 
and teams must become cross-functional and work 
together to improve business. Our learning objectives 
include: Learn about the concept of organizational design 
and how an organization is designed to work; Determine 
where and how organizational silos exist; Examine the 
impact of silos on an organization; Review best practices 
to eliminate silos.

Fee Schedule Oversight and Evaluation Tactics with 
Your Bottom Line in Mind – Taya Moheiser, EMBA, 
CMPE, CMOM & Kem Tolliver, CMPE, CPC, CMOM
Measuring and evaluating the revenue cycle indicates 
areas of opportunity throughout the organization but 
how to approach evaluation and measurement can be a 
challenge. In this session attendees will master strategies 
to evaluate their fee schedules and create ongoing 
oversight methods which can stabilize and optimize net 
practice profits.

MEET OUR SPEAKERS
Cameron Cox, III, MHA, FACMPE is the MacGyver of 
healthcare business management, and he’s a man with a 
mission: to help medical practices thrive. Once a practice 
administrator himself, Cam is now the founder and CEO of 
e3c3 Consulting. Cam is a Fellow of the American College 
of Medical Practice Executives and holds undergraduate 
and graduate degrees in Healthcare Administration from 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Never 
settling for the status quo, he is passionately engaged 
as an active leader helping physicians with leadership, 
strategic planning, effective practice management, and 

a wealth of other subjects that address challenges and 
present opportunities for today’s medical practitioners. 

Rennie Curran is a former professional athlete who 
currently serves as an active Keynote Speaker, Author, 
and the CEO of Game Changer Coaching. Recently 
Inducted into the Gwinnett County Sports Hall of Fame 
and the Georgia Hall of Fame, he uses his platform to 
inspire business professionals to reach their full potential. 
His experiences of overcoming many circumstances 
to reach his childhood dream of becoming a 3-time 



All American, Butkus Award Finalist, permanent team 
Captain, a 3rd round draft pick in the 2010 NFL Draft 
(Tennessee Titans) and transitioning into becoming 
a successful entrepreneur has given him a unique 
perspective on what it takes to handle adversity and 
maximize opportunities while having a positive impact 
on others. Rennie obtained a Bachelor of Business 
Administration from University of Georgia’s Terry College 
of Business and a certification in personal development 
coaching from the Life Purpose Institute. He has been 
featured in The New York Times, USA Today, Fox Sports, 
ESPN College GameDay, The Huffington Post, and much 
more.

Stephen A. Dickens, JD, FACMPE is an attorney and Vice 
President of Medical Practice Services at SVMIC.  In this 
role, he advises physicians and their staff on 
organizational issues including governance, operations, 
strategic planning, leadership, patient experience and 
human resources.  He is a published author and frequent 
speaker at state and national conferences on these 
topics. Mr. Dickens has spent over 25 years working with 
physicians in various roles including 15 years in medical 
practice, hospital and home care executive positions 
before joining SVMIC in 2008.  He is a Past Chair of the 
Medical Group Management Association having served 
as the first solo chair of MGMA-ACMPE.

Thomas Douglas is president and CEO of JMARK. Tom 
is a trusted technology adviser to a global list of clients. 
He is recognized as a leader in the managed services 
industry, being named to the annual MSPmentor 250 list 
multiple times. Additionally, the Missouri Branch of the 
U.S. Small Business Administration chose him as the 2013 
Missouri Small Businessperson of the Year. Nationally, he 
is also well-known as an engaging speaker on topics such 
as executive strategies, entrepreneur tactics, technology 
trends, I.T. maturity methodologies, cybersecurity, and 
other leadership and technology subjects.

Matt Griswold is an Engagement Specialist at People 
Centric Consulting Group where he has spent the last five 
years helping organizations and leaders reach the goals 
they have set for themselves. Prior to People Centric, 
Matt spent 15 years as a facilitator at JP Morgan Chase. 
Matt’s goal is to help you achieve greatness at a higher 
level. His best advice is this, “Everyone is a leader, lead 
them well.”

Laurie Guest, CSP has over 24 years of healthcare 
experience serving both a privately owned medical 
facility and a community hospital system.  During her 
administrative career she helped a multi-million-dollar 
medical center become a regional leader of ophthalmic 
surgery. Because of her experience with direct patient, 
she understands the challenges of working in a stressful, 

fast-paced environment.  Her passion for patients and 
practical approach to connecting with others is what 
makes Laurie a favorite speaker among healthcare 
audiences.  Laurie was recently inducted into the 
Speakers Hall of Fame®, an award held by less than 1% of 
speakers worldwide.  She is also the author of two books, 
her latest is a unique book on customer service entitled 
The 10¢ Decision: How small change pays off big.

Don Harkey holds a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and spent 10 years 
working for Fortune 500 companies where he developed 
his skills helping people to improve processes. Looking 
to leave life inside a large corporation, he jumped into 
the world of business consulting in 2005. People Centric 
partners with organizations to implement strategic and 
tactical processes that create high performance cultures. 
Harkey has worked with a variety of organizations 
successfully implementing systems that improve 
employee engagement and profitability. Don is also a 
Certified Coach for The Great Game of Business™. He is 
a much sought-after professional speaker based on his 
practical advice delivered with high energy and humor.  

Stefanie Hohensee, MHA, CMPE is part of the 
leadership team at Mercy.  In her role, she oversees the 
Cardiothoracic Surgery Clinic at Mercy Heart Hospital as 
well as the Vascular Surgery Clinic at Mercy-Whiteside.   
Hohensee graduated from Evangel University with 
a Bachelor’s in Business Administration and holds a 
Master’s in Healthcare Administration from Webster 
University.   Hohensee is a certified medical practice 
executive (CMPE) a designation of the American College 
of Medical Practice Executives (MGMA).   Hohensee is 
very active in her community and also serves as the Chair 
of the Missouri MGMA Membership Committee.  When 
she is not working, she can be found camping and riding 
side by sides, hunting or fishing with her husband Josh 
and son Luke (14).  

Marion Jenkins, Ph.D., FHIMSS is a partner and co-
founder of HealthSpaces, whose mission is improving 
patient and provider experiences while reducing 
healthcare costs. He is a nationally recognized author 
and speaker on healthcare technology. Over the last 
20+ years he has helped many healthcare organizations 
develop and execute technology strategies, with well 
over 200 healthcare technology engagements in 40 
states. Marion holds a PhD in Engineering from Stanford, 
is a Fellow in Health Information Management Systems 
Society and an Air Force Veteran. 
 
Shawntea (Taya) Moheiser, EMBA, CMPE, CMOM 
received her executive MBA in Healthcare Management 
at Creighton University where she graduated Suma 
Cum Laude. She is a subject matter expert in healthcare 



compliance, organizational governance, process 
optimization, and revenue cycle management. Having 
held senior level executive management positions in 
private practices, collaborative institutes, and national 
care coordination organizations, Taya now educates 
and consults on all areas of healthcare operations. Taya 
also functions as Business Analyst and Rev Cycle SME 
for H4 Technology, LLC, a Data Management Software 
as a Service organization providing services to hundreds 
of providers across the nation. A proud member of the 
Medical Group Management Association’s Government 
Affairs Council and MGMA’s E/M Workgroup, Taya 
recently co-authored the new publication Revenue Cycle 
Management: Don’t Get Lost in the Financial Maze. Her 
thoughts on the innovative use of people and IT was 
included in the HIMSS Voices of Innovation Publication 
in 2019 coordinated by the Cleveland Clinic and she is 
a noted speaker and/or author for organizations such 
as HealthLeaders Media, the Practice Management 
Institute (PMI) MGMA, and Medical Economics. 

Nate Regier, Ph.D. is the CEO and founding owner 
of Next Element Consulting, a global leadership firm 
dedicated to bringing compassion into the workplace. 
Dr. Regier is a former practicing psychologist and 
expert in social-emotional intelligence, interpersonal 
communication and leadership. Recognized as a Top 
100 keynote speaker,* he is a Process Communication 
Model® certifying master trainer. Nate is the author of 
three books—Beyond Drama: Transcending Energy 
Vampires, Conflict Without Casualties: A Field Guide 
for Leading with Compassionate Accountability, and 
his newest book, Seeing People Through: Unleash Your 
Leadership Potential with The Process Communication 
Model. He hosts a podcast called OnCompassion with 
Dr. Nate, writes a weekly blog, contributes to multiple 
industry publications and blogs, and is a regular guest 
on podcasts.

Kem Tolliver, CMPE, CPC, CMOM is the co-author of, 
“Revenue Cycle Management: Don’t Get Lost in the 

Financial Maze” published by MGMA®. She also created 
and delivered the first ever Revenue Cycle Management 
Certificate program on behalf of MGMA. Medical 
practices managed by Kem have received MGMA® 
“Better Performing Practice” distinctions in the areas of 
Accounts Receivable and Collections. As a national and 
regional SME Kem develops and delivers educational 
content to industry leadership. Mrs. Tolliver holds dual 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Healthcare Administration 
and Organizational Management, Summa Cum Laude 
and Magna Cum Laude respectively. Her certifications 
include: Certified Medical Practice Executive (CMPE), 
Certified Professional Coder (CPC) and Certified Medical 
Office Manager (CMOM). For over 20 years she has 
provided strategic and operational leadership to medical 
practices and hospitals. As the President of Medical 
Revenue Cycle Specialists, LLC (MRCS) her team leads 
Health Care Organizations in: Practice Start Up and 
Transformation, Revenue Cycle Improvements, Clinical 
Documentation Improvement, Educational Programing, 
Payer Contracting, HIT Software Development, EMR/PM 
software customization and Telehealth integration.

Bryan Wood, MBA is an experienced healthcare 
professional with a strong background in healthcare 
practice management and information systems.  For 
the over 10 years, Bryan has worked as a practice 
administrator for a pediatric practice in the Kansas City 
area.  Apart from the responsibilities of managing a 
practice, he has worked extensively in the implementation 
and development of the practice’s EHR/EPM system.  
Bryan has been especially focused on using a variety of 
Business Intelligence tools to help manage the practice’ 
revenue cycle.  As a practice manager, Bryan has a 
deep understanding of the key financial and operational 
challenges associated with running a medical practice.  
Combined with his background in information systems, 
he has been successful at designing effective solutions 
to meet these challenges. Bryan holds a Bachelor’s 
degree in management of information systems and a 
Master’s degree in business administration.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
The health and safety of our attendees, exhibitors, members, and industry colleagues are of the utmost 
importance to us. Now, more than ever, we must organize, connect, and collaborate to combat this public health 
threat. MO MGMA will deliver educational and networking experience for all attendees. Everyone is encouraged 
to follow the most conservative guidelines available from leading global and local health authorities (such as 
the CDC and WHO), which include social distancing, frequent hand washing, covering coughs and sneezes, and 
staying home when appropriate or when sick.

For additional information and to register, please visit our website at mgma-mo.org 
or contact Rebekah Francis at rebekahfrancis@att.net



CONFERENCE FEES By 04/04/22 After 04/04/22
MO MGMA Active Member $325 $425 
AAPC Member $325 $425 
Pre-Conference Workshop* $50 $50 
Non-Member (practice executive, administrator or manager) $450 $550

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION  
The registration fee covers all meetings, materials, meals, and breaks. Conference breakfast and lunch functions are for 
registered exhibitors and conference attendees only. Attire for the conference is business casual. A jacket or sweater is 
suggested.

LOCATION  
Hilton Branson Convention Center, 200 East Main Street, Branson, MO 65616, book your group rate by using the code 
MGMA22.  A room rate of $141/night is available until April 1, 2022, or until our room block is full.

ACCREDITATION 
American College of Medical Practice Executive (ACMPE) Credit Hours:  To apply this program toward 
your ACMPE continuing education requirement, please calculate the total number of clock hours you 
spent in educational sessions and enter your hours online in the My Transcript area of mgma.com. 

 The program has the prior approval of AAPC for 12.0 continuing education hours. Granting of prior 
approval in no way constitutes endorsement by AAPC of the program content or the program sponsor.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations received prior to April 4, 2022, are subject to a $100.00 cancellation fee. Cancellations received after April 4, 
2022 and no-shows cannot be refunded. Substitutions from within the same group are acceptable.

CONFERENCE INFORMATION

MISSOURI

Missouri MGMA
PO Box 381533
Birmingham, AL 35238


